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Providing a fast, frictionless customer experience is the goal of any organization hoping to
acquire and keep customers. From opening
a new account, to increasing engagement
and sales during the onboarding process, it
is those first moments of interaction between
you and your customer that are the most
critical – and can make or break the new
relationship.
Now more than ever, digital transformation
is the way to meet consumer demands for
anytime, anywhere engagement. And, you
can’t talk about digital transformation without
talking about mobile technology given the pervasive nature of mobile in our daily lives.
Financial organizations who want to improve
the customer experience need to look to the
tech giants such as Google, Amazon, Facebook and Apple (GAFA) for the new standard
for engagement.
The Digital Banking Report has conducted
a survey of financial services organizations
globally to determine how well institutions
are able to engage with consumers throughout the entire customer journey using
digital tools.

unions are currently able to open new
accounts, onboard new customers, and
continue the selling process using online and
mobile apps, we hope to establish a benchmark for future analysis and success.
We would like to thank Kofax who sponsored
this most recent global research on new account opening and onboarding. Their partnership has enabled us to create a new benchmarking of the initial stages of the customer
journey in banking.
As more organizations are seeking to improve digital banking satisfaction, reducing
costs while simplifying processes for the consumer, this research provides a roadmap for
implementation and setting key performance
indicators (KPIs).
More importantly, we hope that banks and
credit unions will use the insight in this
report to take action on developing mobile
account opening, mobile onboarding and
digital engagement tools.
Jim Marous
Publisher,
Digital Banking Report

By analyzing how well banks and credit
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Is your onboarding driving customers
toward the off-ramp?
It shouldn’t be an exercise in frustration to become your customer. Today’s digitally savvy consumers are
unlikely to have the patience to visit a branch, enter the same information repeatedly or wait days for a loan or
application approval.
There’s a better way. Streamline those first information-intensive interactions via a flexible, open platform.
Enable your customers to open an account in a single session via their mobile device. Automate identity
checks for faster processing, while ensuring compliance with regulations such as Know Your Customer (KYC).
And keep your customers engaged and informed with timely communications via the method of their choice.

Contact us to schedule a demo—we’ll help you create a truly customer-first
onboarding experience.
www.kofax.com
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Digital

Account Opening
& Onboarding
KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• Can customers open accounts online and/or on a mobile device?
• Can a person open an account completely without leaving the online or mobile app?
• What steps in the account opening process must be handled in a branch?
• Can a customer “save and resume” the account opening process across channels?
• Do organizations have a “structured” onboarding process?
• What communication channels are most effective in the onboarding process?
• How many times do organizations communicate during the onboarding process?

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• The majority of institutions can’t open an account entirely online or on a mobile
device, but larger organizations are more likely to support mobile account opening.
• ID verification and signatures/supporting documentation “at the branch” are
required by the majority of organizations.
• A “save and resume” functionality is not supported by most financial institutions,
especially with mobile opening.
• Less than 50% of financial institutions have a “structured” onboarding process.
• Email, mobile ads and online/web ads are most effective for onboarding.
•

Less than 20% of organizations onboard new customers with the optimal number
of communications.

• Most organizations need to review and enhance their onboarding program for
optimal results.
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Executive Summary

The Digital Banking Report surveyed banks and credit unions globally
to determine how well the industry is delivering on the “digital
promise” that consumers are increasingly expecting during the entire
customer journey.
In the very popular Digital Banking Reports
entitled, “Digital Account Opening” and
“Guide to Multichannel Onboarding,” and
“State of the Digital Customer Journey”, we
provide analysis of the keys to developing
successful digital account opening and
multichannel onboarding solutions. This
report expands on these findings while providing an updated benchmark for organizations to follow for improved results.
The goal of this report is to provide a
benchmark of how organizations are
digitizing the new account opening and
onboarding processes. We also provide
case studies and creative examples of
how organizations are moving paper-based
processes to digital channels (especially
mobile devices).
This research is the most extensive in the
banking industry. By updating our findings

on how banks and credit unions support
digital channels and how successfully
organizations have lived up to the promise of multichannel engagement, we can
determine the level of digital engagement
maturity across the industry.
As has been the case in previous research
done by the Digital Banking Report, our
research indicates that most institutions
– and the industry as a whole – have not
kept pace with consumer expectations
around digital capabilities or digital engagement at the initiation of the customer
relationship.
This reinforces our premise that there is a
significant amount of lost revenue due to
new account opening abandonment, suboptimal onboarding, and the lack of using
the mobile banking app as a selling tool.
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METHODOLOGY
The analysis in this report is based on a June 2017 Digital Banking Report survey
of global banks and credit unions. The survey used the subscriber lists of The
Financial Brand and the Digital Banking Report, which includes organizations of
all sizes worldwide. No responses from non-financial organizations were included
in the results. Only completed surveys were included and the responders were
self-selected after receiving a nominal incentive of raw survey results.
Among survey respondents, 36% are from large national or regional banks, 33%
are from community banks, and 31% are from credit unions. This distribution is
very similar to previous research, allowing for valid comparisons based on the
type of organization.

CHART 1:
RESPONDENTS BY TYPE OF FI
Q: What type of financial institution do you work for? (n=232)

31%
36%

Large national or regional bank
Community bank
Credit union

33%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

Roughly 22% of respondents are from FIs with more than US$10 billion in assets,
with 34% having US$1 billion – US$10 billion in assets, and 44% representing
firms with less than US$1 billion in assets. The distribution by size of organization
skewed smaller in this research than in our customer journey research conducted
in 2016.
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CHART 2:
RESPONDENTS BY ASSET SIZE
Q: What is the asset size of your financial institution? (n=232)

5%

6%

More than $50 billion

12%

$10 billion to $50 billion

10%

16%

$1 billion to $10 billion
$500 million to $1 billion
$100 to $500 million

17%

34%

Less than $100 million
Don’t know

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

When we looked at the role/department of the respondents, we found 34% of
the respondents were marketing executives, with 20% owning the digital/online/
mobile channels. Another 16% were in charge of the retail banking area, with the
remaining respondents being from multiple areas of the organization.

CHART 3:
Respondents BY role/department
Q: What is your primary role/department? (n=231)
Marketing

3%
3%

10%

Retail Banking
Digital/Online/Mobile

8%

34%

6%

Product Management
Operations

20%

Technology

16%

CEO/President
Other

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Finally, 21% of the respondents were CMOs, executive vice presidents, or another
C-level executive. In addition, 34% were an assistant vice president, vice president or senior vice president, while 34% were either a director or manager.

CHART 4:
Respondents BY Position / TITLE
Q: What is your position/title? (n=232)
Chief Marketing Officer (CMO)

11% 4%

Other C-Level Executive
(CEO,COO,CFO, etc.)

13%
4%

24%

13%

Executive Vice President
Senior Vice President
Vice President
Assistant Vice President
Director

10%

21%

Manager
Other

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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7 Steps to Improved Customer Onboarding

Onboarding should be as flexible and frictionless as possible. When
customers see the speed, ease, security and convenience you
demonstrate during onboarding, their positive perception of your
brand – as well as the likelihood they will become a customer – is
reinforced.
In the banking industry, customers are
at the center of business disruption, and
organizations like yours are scrambling
to meet their demands. It’s easier than
ever for customers to shop for competitive
offers, and surveys show an increased
willingness to switch among financial services customers.

Maximize Your Onboarding
Investment

Your customers now expect the same convenience and contextually relevant communication from your bank that they enjoy in
other areas of their lives. They hold your
organization to equally high standards for
premium digital experiences.

Many banks use multiple core, legacy platforms in their struggle to deliver more consistent customer experiences, but these
outdated an disconnected platforms just
can’t keep up. Perfecting the onboarding
experience requires more than just rethinking your business processes. In order to
succeed, your underlying technology must
support continued innovation of front,
middle and back office processes. Improving these processes makes it possible to
provide the experiences customers want.

Success lies in setting your organization
apart with advanced onboarding functions
like mobile-enabled digital processing and
the ability to gain insights into real-time
customer data.

In addition to end-to-end bank process
improvement, the onboarding solution you
choose must have the flexibility to integrate with existing systems.
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Seven Ways to Access
Your Current Onboarding
Capabilities
The best place to start to improve your onboarding process is to
assess where your organization is today. Use the questions below
to see how your onboarding process compares to banking industry
benchmarks within this report.
What is Your Attrition Rate?
The average first-year attrition rate for
the top 100 banking institutions is
20%-40%. What’s the first-year attrition
rate at your organization?

What is Your New Customer
Acquisition Cost?
Acquisition costs for banking customers var y widely. Financial institutions
can invest anywhere from a few hundred dollars to more than $20,000 for
each client they onboard. What’s the
average cost for your organization to
acquire a new customer?

What is the Average Time to
Onboard a New Customer?
Onboarding new banking customers
can require hours, days or weeks,
depending on process capabilities. On
average, how long does your onboarding process take?

What are Your Business
Bottlenecks?
People, processes, underlying systems or data cause business bottlenecks. Prioritize who or what causes
bottlenecks in your organization, with
1 being the most likely cause, and 4
being the least likely cause. Is it the
people, process, systems, data, or
don’t you know?

Where Does Your Customer Start
Their New Account Opening?
Primar y channels for banking onboarding include a mix of computer, mobile,
in-person and paper. What channel do
most of your customers use to begin
their onboarding process – the computer, mobile, in-person, paper or a
combination of the above?

Where Does Your Customer
Complete Their Onboarding
Process?
Now, it’s time to determine what channel is used by most of your customers
to complete their onboarding process.
Is it the same or different than where
they started?

What is Your Customer Satisfaction
Rating for Onboarding?
Getting an accurate measurement of
customer satisfaction is a key goal for
most financial institutions. Leading
financial organizations use analytical
tools such as a net promoter score,
straight-through processing rates, and
not in good order (NIGO) resolution to
measure customer satisfaction.
On a scale from 1-10 (with 10 being
high), how would you rate your organization in its ability to assess customer
onboarding satisfaction?
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Seven Steps for an
Improved Onboarding
Process
Now that you’ve answered the previous questions, you should have
a good idea of where your organization is on the journey to digitization. Use the seven steps in this section to start developing a
successful digital onboarding strategy referencing the benchmarks
within this report.
Step 1: Curb Customer Attrition Rates
Research reveals a global increase in overall customer willingness to change
banks. This is particularly true for the Millennial segment, who have only known a
digital world. They understand how easy it is to switch loyalties and don’t see any
reason they should treat your bank differently than another service provider.
Given this pressure to reduce attrition rates, the onboarding process is that much
more pivotal. Studies show that when your customers decide to leave, it’s usually
early in the relationship. In fact, 43% of those who had low satisfaction during
new account opening indicated they will “definitely or probably” switch banks as a
result.
It’s important for your customers to see onboarding as a single process, no
matter how many channels they use. To avoid losing customers, your onboarding
strategy must offer leading-edge experiences that:
•

Are consistent across multiple channels

•

Avoid repeatedly asking customers for the same information

•

Are near-real time and reliably accurate

•

Keep customers informed

Give your customers the choice of interacting via any channel, at any time.
Customers who experience “anywhere” onboarding with consistent information
across channels are reassured that this convenience will extend to their day-today experience.
As our research found, financial institutions still require duplicate entry of information, even when a customer is buying a new product from the same financial institution. To reduce frustration, customers should never have to enter information more
than once, especially when switching from one channel to another.
Large financial organizations struggle to arrive at “one version of the truth.” Ensuring information is up-to-date and in sync across channels reassures customers that
they have anywhere-access to always-accurate data.
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Step 2: Reduce New Customer Acquisition Costs
Onboarding costs can vary widely from bank to bank, but there’s no doubt that
reducing these costs can make a big impact on your bottom line. Customers are
more likely to stay once you acquire them. But to get there, banks often spend
anywhere from several hundred to thousands of dollars for each customer gained.
Although many bank legacy systems function well, other systems tend to be inefficient, inflexible, and expensive to support. A recent report shows that up to 90%
of technology budgets is being used to support these aging systems. That’s a big
investment for a solution that may not be able to meet future technology needs.
In addition, manual onboarding can cost up to twenty times more than automated
systems.
If you want to reduce new customer acquisition costs, begin by digitizing your
paper-based processes. Start with those processes that require your customers
to deliver, fax or mail physical paper forms. Reduce the cost of new customer
acquisition even more by providing:
•

A single-vendor, integrated platform that flexes to meet new requirements
without disrupting customer transactions

•

Multichannel onboarding capability (especially mobile) that provides
pocket-friendly banking

•

Onboarding transparency that reduces the need for customer support calls

The other side of cost reduction is boosting revenue as a result of onboarding.
For example, when you provide an easy way for customers to switch to your bank
from other banks, average new account profitability can increase by as much as
$212 per year according to research.

Step 3: Accelerate Average Onboarding
When onboarding takes too long, your customers will seek other solutions. In
fact, at some banks customers abandon up to 90% of new account applications
prior to their completion.
So what slows down onboarding enough to frustrate customers? You guessed it:
legacy systems that still require manual intervention and paper based interactions.
You can reduce the time it takes to onboard new banking customers by:
•

Eliminating disconnected, manual processes in favor of integrated, automated
processes

•

Offering customers their choice of onboarding channels

•

Providing customers with process transparency

The first “easy win” for shortening onboarding time is to use automated, versus
paper-based, processes. This change alone greatly reduces onboarding time for
your customers. For best results, your automated processes should leverage an
integrated platform instead of multiple, separate tasks and apps.
When your customers are enthusiastic about making a purchase or submitting an
application, the last thing you want to do is make them wait until they’re in front
of their home computer to complete the necessary steps. Consider ways to make
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it easier for your customers to exit the process from one channel and enter from
another, picking up where they left off.
Any-channel access to application status and timely, relevant updates are musthaves for consumers accustomed to full transparency in other digital experiences.
Once onboarded, customers also expect to receive relevant communications as
they begin a relationship with your bank.

Step 4: Identify and Eliminate Business Bottlenecks
Many organizations don’t have visibility into where bottlenecks exist or what’s
causing them. Without full visibility, you can’t see the gaps in your onboarding
process. Leading onboarding platforms help you pinpoint processes and tasks
that need to be streamlined.
For example, nearly one in four customers says it’s too difficult to transfer their
other accounts, such as mortgages, to their new financial institution. When your
onboarding process gives them easy ways to add other accounts and ser vices,
they are much more likely to become active customers who use your institution
as their primar y bank.
Though it may be tempting to put client onboarding in the “important but not
urgent” category, this is a mistake, because onboarding can be a make-or-break
moment in every customer relationship.
To eliminate a bottleneck caused by people, review each person’s role and responsibilities. Meet as a group to learn where process gaps are and get the team
to agree on the specific changes that need to be made to correct the problem.
If it appears that the process is the problem, view the entire process from the
outside-in, starting and ending with the customer experience. This way, you’re not
forcing customers to comply with the limitations of existing processes. Instead,
you’re showing them what could be.
For an issue related to systems, implement a flexible, scalable IT platform that
supports more than just onboarding. Systems stay in sync and you can customize
the user experience to keep up with customer expectations.
Finally data issues are usually caused by legacy silos. Housing information in
multiple silos usually ends up with different versions of the same document (and
data). Consider creating a single place to store client data and let everyone know
this is the single, reliable source.

Step 5: Let Customers Choose Their Channels
When customers have positive experiences engaging with your organization, they
tend to buy more of your products. Therefore, you want to make it easy for them
to bank anytime, using any channel or device, in the ways they prefer.
Offering multiple channels – such as PC, mobile, in-person, paper and call center
– helps you increase customer satisfaction and grow your business. Based on
recent surveys, the vast majority of customers stated they used multiple channels
at least weekly:
No matter what the channel mix may be, frictionless onboarding is the goal. That
means giving customers the flexibility to set aside their onboarding process in
one channel and subsequently pick up where they left off in another channel.
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Step 6: Measure Customer Satisfaction During Onboarding
A critical measurement of onboarding success is completion. Most financial organizations see a completion rate of about 30% for new account opening and 10%
for loan applicants. This is even worse for mobile completion rates. Streamlining
onboarding can improve completion rates, as well as provide other insight into
customer satisfaction.
To measure and monitor your onboarding process, you need a platform that
provides information not only about past performance, but also about current
processes and how to improve them. Look for:
• Customizable dashboards that provide key performance indicators and metrics
•

Reporting and analytics that are tailored to facilitate faster, more informed
decision making

In this way, you can engage and learn from your customers in near-real time, using
their feedback to continue to refine the onboarding process.

Step 7: Gather Resources and Compare Solutions
Customer onboarding is just one part of a company’s effort to digitize from end to
end. Plan ahead to make sure you have the best platform in place, as well as the
team support you need to improve the onboarding experience for your customers.
Identify individuals within the organization who have the capability, time and talent
to help you develop and implement your plan. Make sure to include management
from relevant business groups in your onboarding team. Leverage this team to
help you trace where problems tend to occur, where SLAs exist, where corporate
governance comes into play and where fines have been assessed.

Ask Management These Questions:
1. What innovations to the onboarding process would be helpful to our
business?
2. Where can our business make more money (such as new business
ventures)?
3. Where does our business need more visibility and advanced warning of
service level risks?
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Case Studies
The following examples demonstrate how digital transformation makes it easier
for organizations and their employees to do business, drastically cut processing
times, improve accuracy of data capture and reduce costs.

• Caruana Financeira Improves Its Application Process While Reducing Costs
When Caruana Financeira launched a new fintech project, the financial services
provider wanted to make the application process quick and easy for customers,
while keeping costs to a minimum.

• ING DiBa Makes Transactions Simple, Fast and Convenient for Its Customers
This large German bank makes mobile mail and money order transactions simple,
fast and convenient, prompting a positive first impression with its customers.

• Union Bank Reduces Turnaround Time for Loan Documents
By streamlining its business processes, Union Bank was able to reduce the turnaround time for digitizing loan documents from 15 days to five days.
Note: These steps for onboarding success are provided courtesy of Kofax, the sponsor of this report. Many of the insights are reinforced in this report and previous
research on account opening and onboarding.
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The Digital Consumer

Are banks and credit unions keeping up with consumer demands
when it comes to digital banking offerings? With 46% of consumers
using only digital channels for their banking, expectations are
outpacing experiences at most organizations. This is especially
true with the new account opening process.
The financial services industry has been
working hard to deliver a better experience on digital channels. Building on
an early foundation that focused more
on cost savings than customer experiences, most banking institutions now
realize they must improve delivery of
financial services on digital channels to
keep pace with tech organizations like
Google, Amazon, Facebook and Apple
(GAFA).
PwC’s 2017 Digital Banking Consumer
Survey provides insights into the rapidly
changing behavior of the digital banking
customer. The most significant finding
was the rise of a very specific group that
PwC referred to as “omni-digital.” This
segment uses only digital channels such

as mobile phones, PCs and tablets to
conduct their banking, avoiding traditional physical channels and call centers
altogether.
The research found that 46% of consumers use only digital channels today. This
is an amazing increase from the 27%
share that was seen only four years
ago. Other highlights from the research
include:
•

Millennials bank by phone, period –
82% of 18 to 24-year-old smartphone owners say they use mobile
banking. This should be a wake-up
call to organizations who are building branches ‘to reach Millennials”.
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•

Smartphone banking has gone mainstream – 60% of smartphone users report using mobile
banking in some way, up from 36% four years ago.

•

The branch is not dead – 62% of survey respondents felt it was important for their bank to
have local branches. In the future, however, “branches” could refer to sophisticated ATMs or
a small office providing virtual capabilities since the frequency of visits have dropped from
“a few times a month” to “a few times a year”.

The Rise of the Omni-Digital Segment
For the past several years, the financial services industry has talked a great deal about the digital
consumer segment. These customers use a variety of channels (both digital and physical), with
the goal of most financial organizations being to provide similar experiences across channels, and
to allow for travel between channels to be seamless.
PwC found that this segment of omni-channel customers has been significantly shrinking over the
past four years, being replaced by the “omni-digital” customer who only uses digital channels. The
size of this segment is massive (46%), with implications for branching strategies, investment prioritization, staffing models, etc.
If the access to banking will be through phones, computers and tablets for the majority of customers, how does this shift impact product development, product sales, customer service, design of
mobile banking applications, etc.? Should branches be closed, moved or resized? If an organization
has differentiated itself on personal customer service, how does this translate to a digital platform?

CHART 5:
THE RISE OF THE OMNI-DIGITAL BANKING CONSUMER
Across all users from 2012 to 2017
Omni-digital
behavior grows
quickly...
from 27% to 46%

2012

While
Omni-channel
behavior no longer dominates...
from 57% to 45%

27%

2017

57%
46%

Online
dominant

Digital
hybrid

And
Human-interaction
channels continue
to shrink...
from 15% to 10%

15%
10%

45%
Mobile
dominant

Omni-channel: both
digital and human
interactions

Human
interaction
channels: branches,
call centers, text

Note: Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Source: PwC © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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The Impact of Demographics
As would be expected, consumers in the 18 to 24 year-old bracket are the heaviest users of mobile banking, with 82% of smartphone owners in this demographic segment using mobile banking. As reinforced by many channel use studies, the penetration of mobile banking decreases as
age increases. In fact, only 29% of smartphone owners in the 65+ age group reported that they
use mobile banking. While income level is positively correlated to digital banking use, affluence
doesn’t have as much of an impact on the behavior of the youngest and oldest consumers.
What this means is that determining channel preference goes beyond simple demographics (age
and income), requiring deeper analysis of consumer behavior, product use and life stage. For
many consumers, the use of channels is even based on the type of transaction and geographic
location. According to PwC, “For a bank to deliver against its customers’ needs, it now requires
very sophisticated analytics and personalization capabilities.”

Beyond Demographics... Digital Experience Matters
Even with perfect data, analytics and targeting, the digital consumer is very aware of options and
can quickly shop for the digital experience that meets their needs for any particular financial services solution. For instance, if a digital-first consumer is in the market for a loan, and their primary
financial institution proactively connects with them with an offer, the digital consumer still does
their due diligence. If the application, approval and funding is not seamless, the customer will look
elsewhere.
The digital customer demands experiences that are easy to use. The online retailers, travel, hospitality and tech companies have set the expectations for digital customers. Prospects will appreciate the
ability to do a quick click on an email offer link, but they’ll frequently abandon the process if there
are too many steps. They know there are options.

What About Branches?
Any analysis of consumer preferences for branches is difficult at best and inaccurate at worst. The
challenge is that nobody wants to eliminate something they have become used to, even if they may
never use one in the future. Add to this bias the fact that most banks and credit unions have not
provided enough support to digital channels for the consumer to avoid using a branch altogether.
Branches continue to be an important channel for a variety of services. Almost half of those
surveyed said they’d prefer to open a new deposit account or apply for a new loan in person (the
percentage was closer to two-thirds only 3 years ago). Moreover, 25% said they wouldn’t open an
account with a financial institution that didn’t have local branches.
While the frequency of branch visits has been declining, some interesting ‘aberrations’ come to
light in the use of physical facilities. For instance, many Millennials prefer to visit a branch to open
a new account, learn about budgeting, understand retirement options, and to understand and
apply for a mortgage.
When looking at the importance of branches, financial organizations need to take into account the
higher cost to serve in a bricks and mortar facility. On average, branches cost banks $4.00 per
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transaction. On the other hand, online (PC) and mobile banking cost $0.09 and $0.19 per transaction, respectively. This comparison makes the big assumption that support staffs will be reduced
when the digital shift happens (an assumption that could be argued).
In addition, omni-digital customers also use more services and provide more revenue. Research
indicates that consumers who use self-service channels (mobile, online, tablet) also report a
greater need for a range of financial products.

Responding to the Digital Shift
So, how should banks and credit unions adjust their priorities to respond to this transformational
shift in the way consumers do their banking? At the very minimum, this should be a wake-up call
for many US financial institutions. They may think that they’ve got more time to adapt than they
really have.
The trend toward greater digital interaction is strong and growing. As an industry, we need to
realize that many transactions being done in physical channels are done so because users have
no choice. As shown in this report, the vast majority of banking organizations do not provide endto-end digital engagement options. From new account opening to customer support, the digital
customer is forced into a channel they may not prefer.
To keep pace with consumer expectations, banks and credit unions will need to do a much
better job of:
•

Selling to buyers at the time, place and channel they prefer

•

Using digital strategies to make products easier to use (think ‘one-click’)

•

Offering personalized products and services that are both timely and relevant

•

Moving to a real-time delivery of information that can help consumers manage their finances

While the strategies and priorities of each financial institution may be different based on their digital maturity, all organizations must speed up their digital transformation efforts to keep up with
the rapidly changing expectations of the digital consumer.
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Digital Account Opening

Customers want to interact with their financial institution where,
when, and how they want. This requires the ability to open new
accounts through any channel, and to be able to switch from one
channel to the next without starting the process over. The customer
should also be able to open accounts seamlessly, without leaving a
channel if they prefer.
Customers want their first interaction
with a bank to be simple and require
minimal data entry. They want the bank
to get to the point of “know me” as
quickly as possible, so it can “understand me” and “reward me”.
The overlap between acquisition and
onboarding must be kept in mind. In
reality, acquiring a deposit account is
just the first step in the new customer
onboarding process. Influencing account usage as well as recommending
additional solutions is part of building
engagement and trust.
The delineation of new account opening
is clear. People who prefer to open a

new account in a branch, do not want
to be forced to use digital channels.
Similarly, digital-first consumers do not
want to only complete part of the process online or on a mobile device, only
to be forced into a branch to complete
the process.
The banking industry spends massive
amounts of money attracting new customers and encouraging their existing
customers to expand their relationship.
Unfortunately, digital account opening
processes are falling far short of customer expectations. The result is abandoned account opening shopping carts,
dissatisfied customers and lost sales.
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New Account Opening Channel Alternatives
The migration from physical stores to computers and mobile devices cuts across all
industries, from retail to travel and hospitality to banking. The goal is a more convenient buying experience, and the simplifying of daily life.
This shift to digital channels is becoming a differentiator in the competition for
banking customers. New customers opening their first bank account are making
decisions based on the ease of account opening and the capabilities of digital
banking apps. This is why the largest financial organizations are gaining market
share and getting the highest customer satisfaction ratings.
In fact, only 18% of banks and credit unions surveyed offer mobile account opening. While this is up 4% from 2016, it is still anemic growth at a time when consumers are expecting more.
It is encouraging that the number of organizations indicating that they can open new
checking accounts with online or website tools jumped from less than 50% in 2016
to 66% this year.

CHART 6:
ways to open new checking accounts
Q: How can consumers open new checking accounts at your financial institution? (Mark all that apply.) (n=230)

98%

In branch

66%

Website/online
Mobile specific app

18%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

When we look at the responses based on both size and type of organization, we
find that the move to digital account opening is most prevalent among the largest
organizations. In fact, the ability to open accounts via a website or mobile app for
organizations larger than $1B jumped by more than 10%.
On the other hand, support for mobile account opening remained at the same
level except for the largest organizations. According to our research, the ability to
open accounts on a mobile device is 42%, compared to only 36% a year ago.
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CHART 7:
ways to open new checking accounts
(BY size)
Q: How can consumers open new checking accounts at your financial institution? (Mark all that apply.) (n=216)
92%
100%
99%

In branch

100%
97%
100%
77%
67%
71%
70%

Website/online

50%
42%
More than $50 billion

42%
13%
Mobile specific app

$10 billion to $50 billion
$1 billion to $10 billion

15%
20%
14%
0%

$500 million to $1 billion
$100 million to $500 million
Less than $100 million

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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As we have seen in several research efforts over the past two years, community
banks, as a category, are having the most difficult time keeping pace with digital
transformation. Given competing priorities and the heavy cost burden of compliance and basic operations, this trend may continue.

CHART 8:
ways to open new checking accounts
(BY TYPE)
Q: How can consumers open new checking accounts at your financial institution? (Mark all that apply.) (n=230)
98%
99%
99%

In branch

98%
64%
54%

Website/online

79%
66%
22%

Mobile specific app

8%
25%
18%
Large national or regional bank
Community bank
Credit union
Grand total
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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End-to-End Website Account Opening
The commitment to improving the website and online account opening process
is apparent when we asked whether a customer could open an account online
without leaving the channel to complete the process.
In our survey, 48% of the institutions surveyed indicated that the entire online
account opening can be done without coming into the branch at all. This compares with only 43% in 2016. While this is still below where it needs to be, there
appears to be an increasing commitment to being a Digital Bank. Organizations
who indicated that they plan to have this capability in the next year also jumped
from 27% to 31% this year.
Our question has always been, if you allow consumers to initiate the process
online, but still require signatures, documentation, ID verification or even funding in a branch office, has the process been built for the benefit of the financial
institution or the customer? Interestingly, the portions of the new account opening
process that must be handled in the branch remained relatively constant since
last year
Warning: As we have indicated in the past, when a new customer is required to visit
the branch to complete the account opening, the branch staff is often incented to
start the process completely over to receive credit and/or commission for the sale.
This hijacking of the online account opening process usually invalidates measurement of channel attribution since there is only measurement of last channel used.

CHART 9:
WEBSITE APPLICATION PROCESS
Q: If you allow opening of checking accounts with a website application, can the entire process (ID verify, terms/conditions, funding) be
completed on this channel (online)? (n=232)

9%
12%

Yes, currently can

48%

Plan to enable within 1 year
Plan to enable within 3 years

31%

No plans at this time

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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CHART 10:
PART OF WEBSITE APPLICATION PROCESS
HANDLED IN BRANCH
Q: If no, what step(s) of the WEBSITE APPLICATION new checking
account opening process must currently be handled in a branch?
(Mark all that apply.) (n=97)

75%

ID verification
Signatures or supporting
documentation

74%
41%

Funding

29%

Application
Other

7%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Unlike in 2016, when the ability to open a new checking account entirely online
was very aligned with the size of organization, almost all sized organizations are
roughly equal this year with the exception of the smallest firms.

CHART 11:
WEBSITE APPLICATION PROCESS (BY SIZE)
Q: If you allow opening of checking accounts with a website application, can the entire process (ID verify, terms/conditions, funding) be
completed on this channel (online)? (n=201)

52%

More than $50 billion

40%

$10 billion to $50 billion

14%

32%
30%

51%

$100 million to $500 million

20%

23%
40%

4%
5%

11% 11%

56%

$500 million to $1 billion

11%

41%

46%

$1 billion to $10 billion

Less than $100 million

33%

11%
10%

20%

Yes, currently have

Plan to have within 1 year

Plan to have within 3 years

No plans at this time

16%
20%

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

When we look at the responses by type of organization, credit unions continue to
outperform all other categories of organizations in the ability to seamlessly and
completely open a new account online. Similar to 2016, 82% of credit unions either
can open an account entirely online today or will be able to within the next year.
Possibly due to the focus on mobile account opening, the large national and
regional banks are not improving their online account opening processes. In fact,
they are the only category of organization that has not improved the end-to-end
account opening.
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3%

CHART 12:
WEBSITE APPLICATION PROCESS (BY TYPE)
Q: If you allow opening of checking accounts with a website application, can the entire process (ID verify, terms/conditions, funding) be
completed on this channel (online)? (n=214)
Large national
or regional bank

35%

40%

46%

Community bank

16%

29%
64%

Credit union

24%

48%

Grand total

10%

31%

Yes, currently have

Plan to have within 1 year

Plan to have within 3 years

No plans at this time

9%
15%
8%

12%

9%

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

As mentioned, today’s digital consumer expects ease of use, a clean design and
speed. Well, unfortunately that does not seem to be the norm when a person
wants to open an account online,
In fact, only 14% of organizations surveyed had an online account opening process that took less than 5 minutes, with 20% taking longer than 10 minutes.

CHART 13:
TIME TO COMPLETE WEBSITE APPLICATION
Q: If yes, how long, on average, does a WEBSITE APPLICATION take
to complete? (n=174)

17%

14%
Under 5 minutes
5-10 minutes

20%

More than 10 minutes

49%

Do not know

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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4%

‘Save and Resume’ Online Account Opening Support
If a customer starts their account opening using an online
app, they expect to be able to ‘save and resume’ their
account opening process on an alternative channel similar
to how a purchase from Amazon using a computer can be
completed on a smartphone. This is especially important
given the length of time it takes to open a new account and
the fact that some opening requirements may need to be
completed in a branch.
In 2016, our research found that almost half of institutions
(45%) did not allow a customer to stop and restart the
process using a different channel. This number dropped to
39% this year, with 49% able to resume on the channel they
started on (45% in 2016).

CHART 14:
SAVE AND RESUME ABILITY
WEBSITE APPLICATION
Q: If a consumer, stops their WEBSITE APPLICATION new checking
account opening process midstream, can they ‘save and resume’ the
process on the following channels? (Mark all that apply.) (n=189)

49%

Online/web
No, a consumer would
need to restart the process

39%
33%

In branch
Mobile specific app

10%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Online Account Opening Abandonment
In 2016, 27% of the organizations surveyed indicated that more than a quarter
of their customers who began the online account opening process abandoned the
process before opening an account. This year, the abandonment rate for online
account openers dropped to 19%.
Similar to 2016, more than 50% of those surveyed have no idea how many customers begin opening an account online and then abandon the process. This is
a combination of those firms who don’t measure the abandonment rate (19%) or
because they “just don’t know” (33%).
This lack of monitoring the abandonment rate eliminates the potential to retarget
the customer who started opening an account. Without retargeting, the potential
customer could look for an organization that makes the online account opening
process simpler.

CHART 15:
WEBSITE APPLICATION ABANDONMENT RATE
Q: What percentage of WEBSITE APPLICATION customers begin the
new account opening process online but abandon the process?
(abandonment rate) (n=199)
< 10%

17%

11% to 25%

33%
12%

26% to 50%
51% to 75%

11%
19%

5%
3%

>75%
We do not measure
ONLINE account opening
abandonment rates
I don’t know

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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End-to-End Mobile Account Opening
The way we search for and buy products and services has changed dramatically in
the last few years. A survey by analytics firm comScore and UPS revealed that consumers now purchase more things online than in brick-and-mortar locations. While
we all may have seen the writing on the wall and believed this would eventually
happen, it is nonetheless a significant milestone in consumer buying patterns, with
massive implications on every industry — including banking.
Financial institutions that offer a true mobile experience enjoy a competitive
advantage in today’s marketplace. With all the attention paid to mobile banking,
mobile apps and payments — a reflection of the need to “allow consumers to
bank where they are” — it is concerning that most financial institutions still do
not offer the ability to open new accounts online.
Our research shows that the banking industry still has not crossed the 25%
threshold of financial institutions that offer the ability to open new accounts on
a mobile device. Even fewer have a solution that is uniquely optimized for the
mobile channel.
With the account opening process being one of the very first experiences someone has with your brand, it is important to ensure that it creates a positive and
lasting impression. As the Millennial generation comes of age and forms the
primary segment for new customer acquisition, mobile optimization must be a top
priority for the industry.
Millennials are digital natives, so they prefer mobile channels vs. traditional
channels that tend to frustrate their mobile-first lifestyle. They don’t want to visit a
branch or contact the call center if it can be avoided (who doesn’t?).
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As is discussed in the best-selling Digital Banking Report, Digital Account Opening,
there are many ways banks and credit unions can improve the account opening
and application process, leveraging digital technologies and common sense. Each
improvement will reduce friction, simplify the process and enhance the consumer
experience … leading to reduced abandonment and improved revenues.
ISSUE 237 // AUGUST 2015

Digital
Account Opening

“Each improvement
will reduce friction,
simplify the process
and enhance the
consumer experience … leading to
reduced abandonment and improved
revenues.”

• Minimize fields, reduce keystrokes and minimize scrolling. Ask only for the specific information required and nothing more. Remember, the more information
you require, the more effort is needed. In addition to minimizing fields, require
as few keystrokes as possible and make forms easy to navigate. Remember,
scrolling and keystrokes take more time and effort – especially on mobile
devices.
• Collect the easiest information first. Asking for the basic information first
(name, email address and phone number) not only gets the consumer engaged with the least amount of effort, this information is key if the consumer
abandons the process later. With this insight, you can get back in touch immediately. In addition, the more time the consumer has invested in the process,
the more likely they will complete the application rather than abandoning it.
• Offer “Save” and multichannel functionality. Consumers move from channel to
channel during application and account opening, so offer “Save” functionality
to help preserve information already entered. “Restarts” lead to high abandonment rates. Allowing consumers to utilize different devices to complete a
transaction, such as switching between mobile, in-person visits, or calling a
call center improves completion rates.
• Make the experience 100% mobile. A streamlined, 100% mobile experience
is a must. Presenting consumers with a mobile form to complete and then
requiring them to visit a branch office to finalize details or submit paper documents results in a much higher abandon rate. All processes should enable the
ability to submit documents electronically and support digital signatures.
• Onboard for the requested product. Resist the temptation to market or inform
the consumer about ancillary products or services until after they’ve completed the application or account opening initially requested. After the primary
product or service has been opening, additional cross-sell or upsell suggestions can be provided.
• Retarget abandoned applications. Consumers abandon even the simplest application or new account opening processes for a variety of reasons – perhaps
they needed to drive somewhere, they received an urgent phone call, or they
lost their internet connection. The only way to retarget these applicants for completion is to capture primary contact information early in the process (such as
name, email, and phone number). Be sure to follow-up on abandoned applications quickly, however, since the prospect could be moving to a competitor.
• Use a “Mobile First” design. Completing transactions on smart phones is all
about speed and simplicity. Therefore, minimize the use of keyboard input by
utilizing drop down lists, toggle/radio buttons and the photo capabilities of the
mobile device to assist in data collection. Also minimize white space and use
adaptive design to eliminate unnecessary images/graphics when rendering on
a smartphone.
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As shown below, the number of financial
institutions that provide end-to-end checking
account opening with a mobile device (24%)
is far lower than those who said they offered online account opening (48%). Despite
this anemic number, there is a significant
improvement over the percentage of organizations that could provide end-to-end mobile
opening in 2016 (17%).
A ray of hope exists though when we consider that the number of organizations indicating that there are no plans to offer
mobile account opening via a mobile device (23%) is significantly lower than what
we found in 2016 (35%).

CHART 16:
mobile application process
Q: If you allow opening of checking accounts with a MOBILE
APPLICATION, can the entire process (ID verify, terms/conditions,
funding) be completed on this channel (mobile)? (n=181)

23%

24%

Yes, currently can
Plan to have within 1 year
Plan to have within 3 years

22%

31%

No plans at this time

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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CHART 17:
PART OF MOBILE APPLICATION PROCESS
HANDLED IN BRANCH
If no, what step(s) of the MOBILE APPLICATION new checking
account opening process must currently be handled in a branch?
(Check all that apply.) (n=88)

77%

ID verification
Signatures or
supporting documentation

70%
44%

Funding

42%

Application
Other

13%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

When we looked at the ability to open a new checking account by
size and type of organization, we found that all sized organizations
improved in the percentage of firms that allow mobile openings.
Not surprisingly, the most impressive growth came from the largest
organizations, with 47% supporting this channel (compared to only
32% supporting mobile opening in 2016).
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CHART 18:
mobile application process (BY SIZE)
Q: If you allow opening of checking accounts with a MOBILE
APPLICATION, can the entire process (ID verify, terms/conditions,
funding) be completed on this channel (mobile)? (n=169)

47%

More than $50 billion

$10 billion to $50 billion

23%

$1 billion to $10 billion

22%

$500 million to $1 billion

21%

$100 million to $500 million

20%

Less than $100 million

20%

33%
45%

23%

27%

20%

9%

29%

43%
12%

10% 10%

22%

12%

24%

24%
44%

20%

40%

Yes, currently have

Plan to have within 1 year

Plan to have within 3 years

No plans at this time

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

When we look at mobile opening by category of organization, credit unions prevail,
with 33% offering mobile account opening capabilities. This compares with 18% in
2016.
Alternatively, community banks showed absolutely no growth in support of mobile
account opening, remaining at only 10% of organizations surveyed. While significantly lower than 2016, 39% of community banks still have no plans to offer mobile
account opening (47% in 2016).
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CHART 19:
mobile application process (BY TYPE)
Q: If you allow opening of checking accounts with a MOBILE
APPLICATION, can the entire process (ID verify, terms/conditions,
funding) be completed on this channel (mobile)? (n=181)
Large national
or regional bank
Community bank
Credit union
Grand total

27%
10%

39%
27%

24%

33%
24%

22%

25%
31%

12%

39%
19%
22%

Yes, currently have

Plan to have within 1 year

Plan to have within 3 years

No plans at this time

23%
23%

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

Even more important than with online account opening, speed of completion is a key
performance indicator of mobile account opening success. Our research indicates
that this is the case, with only 9% of organizations indicating an account opening
process that exceeded 10 minutes (20% for online opening).
Interestingly, the number of organizations that do not know the speed of mobile
account opening far exceeded the percentage that did not know the speed of online
opening (38% vs. 17% respectively). This may be partially caused by the number of
organizations that have only recently supported this channel.

CHART 20:
Time to complete mobile application
Q: If yes, how long on average, does a MOBILE APPLICATION take to
complete? (n=109)

38%

34%
19%
9%
Under 5
minutes

5 - 10
minutes

More than 10
minutes

Do not
know

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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‘Save and Resume’ Mobile Account Opening Support
The ability to “save and resume” the mobile account opening process on an alternative (or even the same) channel continues to be lacking. In fact, the responses
in 2017 closely mirrored those of 2016, with slight increases in support in all
channels and a corresponding drop in those firms requiring a complete restart of
the process (52% in 2017, with 56% in 2016).
The ability to restart a mobile account opening process is significantly lower than
what was supported with online account opening.

CHART 21:
SAVE AND RESUME ABILITY MOBILE APPLICATION
Q: If a consumer, stops their MOBILE APPLICATION new checking
account opening process midstream, can they ‘save and resume’
the process on the following channels? (Mark all that apply.) (n=114)
In branch

29%
32%

Online/web
Mobile specific app

26%

No, a consumer would
need to restart the process

52%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Mobile Account Opening Abandonment
As was the case in 2016, trying to draw a meaningful conclusion about the
rate of abandonment for the mobile account opening process is difficult. This is
because the percentages in most of the abandonment categories are lower than
what we found for online account.
As was the case in previous research, the percentages related to abandonment
are lower because a higher percentage of firms don’t measure mobile account
opening abandonment or just “don’t know”. Part of the challenge in quantifying
this question could be that not all surveys were responded to by the head of the
mobile team.
One standout change from 2016 is that 17% of organizations said that abandonment rates were lower than 10%. This is the same percentage as online account
opening abandonment.

CHART 22:
mobile application abandonment rate
Q: What percentage of MOBILE APPLICATION customers begin the
new account opening process on a mobile device but abandon the
process? (abandonment rate) (n=130)
< 10%

17%

11% - 25%

6%

41%

11%
21%

2%
2%

26% - 50%
51% - 75%
> 75%
We do not measure MOBILE
account abandonment rates
I don’t know

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Digital Account Opening Beyond Checking
It is encouraging that the improvement in online and mobile account opening has
extended beyond the checking account. In fact, virtually all categories of accounts
showed an improved response (for both online and mobile account opening),
compared to 2016.
The improvement in support was especially evident with mobile account opening.
The ability to support mobile account opening for personal savings, credit cards
and consumer loans was the most evident.

CHART 23:
Accounts that can be opened with
website application
Q: What other types of accounts can be opened with a WEBSITE
APPLICATION? (Mark all that apply.) (n=213)
Personal savings
(n=207)

58%

Credit card
(n=202)

46%

Consumer loan
(n=202)
Mortgage
(n=200)
Small business
checking (n=189)
Wealth management
(n= 183)

20%
24%

34%
17%
9%

35%

4% 12%
Entire process

30%
31%

48%
21%

22%

35%
70%
84%

Requires applicant to use multiple channels
to complete process

Can’t open online
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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CHART 24:
Accounts that can be opened with
MOBILE application
Q: What other types of accounts can be opened with a MOBILE
APPLICATION? (Mark all that apply.) (n=170)
Personal savings
(n=161)

35%

Credit card
(n=158)
Consumer loan
(n=160)
Small business
checking (n=155)
Mortgage
(n=158)
Wealth management
(n= 151)

11%

25%
18%

14%

61%

22%

60%

10% 13%
6%

54%

77%

27%

67%

5% 9%
Entire process

86%
Requires applicant to use multiple channels
to complete process

Can’t open on mobile app
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Account Opening & Onboarding Examples

Check out this extensive collection of financial acquisition, onboarding
and cross-sell communications that could help any bank or credit
union acquire new customers, improve engagement, build share of
wallet and increase loyalty. The gallery is categorized by stage of
customer journey, with communication channel indicated.
All of the examples in this financial
ser vice sales communication showcase were provided compliments of
Mintel Comperemedia. Their searchable competitive database tracks
direct mail, email, print advertising,
mobile advertising and online banner
advertising and is a go-to resource
for The Financial Brand. We thank
them for their partnership in this effort to show some best-in-class bank
and credit union marketing examples.

timization that can maximize response while
minimizing the effective cost of acquisition.
While significantly lower amounts of mailings
are done today than in the past, Chase,
Bank of America and USAA continue to be
major players.

New Customer Acquisition
The acquisition of new customers has
become as much of a science as an
art, with the combination of advanced
analytic models and offer/pricing op-
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Chase Checking/Savings Acquisition Direct Mail

BMO Harris Checking/MMA Acquisition Direct Mail
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KeyBank New Mover Acquisition Direct Mail

New Customer Welcome
The initiation of the new customer onboarding process usually includes
a welcome message through direct mail, email, SMS text and/or online
communication. Many organizations include some form of user guide
explaining the upcoming onboarding steps in a flow.
By referencing how the customer can best use and benefit from their
account, early usage of the account occurs, growth of the relationship is
more likely, and satisfaction increases. JD Power has found that welcome and onboarding messaging should include between 7-9 communications using multiple channels to maximize the benefits.
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USAA Welcome Email Landing Page - Part One
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USAA Welcome Email Landing Page - Part Two
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Citibank Credit Card Welcome Personalized Video Email
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Regions Bank Welcome Email
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Regions Bank Welcome Email
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Mountain America Welcome Direct Mail

New Customer onboarding and Engagement
Beyond the early welcome (that is delivered within 2-5 days of account
opening, the new customer onboarding process usually extends an additional 3-6 months. The purpose of these communications is to increase
broader usage of the new account.
These communications many times focus on products like mobile banking, digital billpay, direct deposit and additional services like mobile
deposit, account alerts, etc.
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Capital One ‘Instant Access’ Engagement Email
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Bank of America ‘Deposit Alternatives’ Email

Amex Mobile Alerts Activation Email
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Notre Dame FCU Bill Pay Activation Email
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Bank of America Digital Product Engagement Email
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Bank of America Mobile Banking Usage Email
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Digital Onboarding

The banking industry spends the vast proportion of their marketing
funds trying to get a consumer to open a new account. Yet, after
an account is opened, most organizations fail to adequately
acknowledge this important financial decision.
Acquisition of new customers and members is a primary marketing focus for
most banks and credit unions. Getting a
consumer’s attention, and encouraging
them to open a new relationship, can take
dozens of marketing messages over an
extended period of time.
The purpose of customer solicitation messages is to position a financial institution
as the ‘best choice’ among an increasing
array of financial services options. Most of
these messages focus on the enhanced
experience that can realized by opening a
new account.
Given the level of attention given to initiating a new relationship, most consumers
reasonably expect their new financial
institution partner to continue the communication well past the new account
opening process. Even if they didn’t walk
into a branch to open their new account,

they have been conditioned by automotive,
retail, hospitality, healthcare and technology industries to expect a series of communications that welcome them and assist in
the onboarding process.
So why, knowing what is needed to effectively communicate with new customers
and members, are 80% of financial institutions still not satisfied with their onboarding program?
Surprisingly, only 47% of financial institutions indicated that they had a structured
‘Thank You” onboarding process after
account opening. More surprisingly, this
number is down from 55% who indicated
they had a structured program in 2016.
While this variance could be simply a sample size error, it still shows that roughly 1
in 2 financial organizations still don’t have
an onboarding process.
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CHART 25:
STRUCTURED NEW CONSUMER CHECKING
ACCOUNT onboarding process
Q: Does your organization currently have a STRUCTURED new
consumer checking account onboarding process (selling products/
services using non-branch channels)? (n=229)

10%
7%

Yes, currently can

47%

No, plan to have within 1 year
No, plan to have within 3 years

36%

No plans at this time

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

As in 2016, when we looked at the responses by size and type of organization,
(when larger banks and credit unions were more likely to have an onboarding program), the variance in scores were not significant. The numbers were also virtually
identical to the results we found in 2016, indicating that not much has changed
in the commitment to building onboarding programs despite the fact that 27% of
the respondents said they would have an onboarding process within 12 months in
2016. This ‘future commitment’ to onboarding jumped to 36% this year.
We’ll see …
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CHART 26:
STRUCTURED NEW CONSUMER CHECKING
ACCOUNT onboarding process (BY SIZE)
Q: Does your organization currently have a STRUCTURED new
consumer checking account onboarding process (selling products/
services using non-branch channels)? (n=215)

60%

More than $50 billion

$10 billion to $50 billion

42%

$1 billion to $10 billion

42%

Less than $100 million

46%

36%
42%

9% 6%

30%
39%

4% 8%
8% 4%

43%

55%

$500 million to $1 billion

$100 million to $500 million

28%

10% 5%
3%

33%

8%

Yes, currently have

Plan to have within 1 year

Plan to have within 3 years

No plans at this time

22%
17%

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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CHART 27:
STRUCTURED NEW CONSUMER CHECKING
ACCOUNT onboarding process (BY TYPE)
Q: Does your organization currently have a STRUCTURED new
consumer checking account onboarding process (selling products/
services using non-branch channels)? (n=229)
Large national
or regional bank
Community bank
Credit union
Grand total

48%
44%

33%

9% 10%

39%

5% 12%

49%

36%

8% 7%

47%

36%

7% 10%

Yes, currently have

Plan to have within 1 year

Plan to have within 3 years

No plans at this time

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

For those organizations that have not already implemented an onboarding process,
the most prominent reasons revolved around the staff needed to run the program,
the perceived complexity of the process, and the costs of onboarding. Our experience shows that, while it is important to have an ‘owner’ of the process as well
as funds, it is still possible to start small and measure the impact of a 1-3 step
process to get familiar with options.

CHART 28:
STRUCTURED ONBOARDING PROCESS DELAY
Q: If no, what has held you back from having a STRUCTURED
onboarding process? (Mark all that apply.) (n=115)
Lack of personnel
to manage

60%
45%

Complexity

33%

Cost

20%

Other (please specify)
No perceived need

14%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Channels Used in Onboarding Process

“You need to build
customer journey
maps and test
different combinations of channels
to determine the
most effective mix
for each product
sale. “

For the most effective onboarding process, it is important to use all of the channels you think will impact your targeting audience. Beyond direct mail and email,
organizations have very successfully improved results by integrating outbound
phone, SMS texting, online banking messages, mobile banking messaging, statement inserts and even personalized in-branch messages prompted by in-branch
sensors.
You need to build customer journey maps and test different combinations of
channels to determine the most effective mix for each product sale. New marketing communication software makes this test and learn process within the reach
of most financial organizations. The key is build the correct communication for the
right channel. Obviously, what works in an email, may not work within a mobile
banking platform.
When we asked about the most used communication channels used for the onboarding process in 2016, email was the most used channel (73%), followed by
direct 1:1 communication (61%), direct mail (53%) and phone (52%). This channel
usage is aligned with most studies we have done around effective onboarding.
It was surprising that there was low indicated usage of retargeting and SMS texts
given the very personal and powerful effectiveness of these channels. Some of
this hesitancy to use these channels could be caused by the lack of advanced
analytics used by most organizations, creating the challenge of delivering highly
personalized messages.
When we asked financial organizations about the most effective marketing channels used for onboarding, email was the ‘winner’ when we used the weighted
average of responses. Possibly reflecting the movement to mobile channels, the
impact of mobile banking ads jumped by more than 30% as a first choice compared to 2016. Alternatively, the impact of in-branch sales dropped from 60% to
36% in first place votes.
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CHART 29:
top THREE MOST effective
channels for onboarding
Q: If yes, please rank your TOP THREE most effective channels for
onboarding. (Please mark one in each column.) (n=103)

52%

Email

55%

Mobile banking ads

In person/branch follow-up
(post opening)

13%
Most important

24%
29%

40%

25%
10%

36%

35%

27%

Social media

27%

45%

36%

Phone

Direct mail

9%

31%

Online/web ads

SMS alerts

21%

33%

31%

44%

50%

40%

39%
2nd most important

48%
3rd most important

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Frequency of Contact in Onboarding Process
Multiple studies show consumers actually want frequent, quality communications
from their FIs, especially during the early days of the relationship. The customer
who has just purchased a product or service with your organization is the most
likely customer to expand their relationship. They want guidance and recommendations for how to make the relationship more valuable.
J.D. Power found that customer satisfaction actually increases as the number of
communications increase.
In 2017, we see that 31% of the institutions that have onboarding programs only
connect with their new customers 1-2 times. This is a vast improvement from
2016, when far more organizations (45%) only reached their customers 1-2 times.
In this year’s research, 16% of the organizations with onboarding programs indicated that they contacted their customers 7 or more times compared to only 6%
in 2016 (a level found to be optimal by JD Power).

CHART 30: contact frequency
Q: How many times do you contact new checking account customers
during the first 6 months? (n=104)

31%

33%
20%

1-2

3-4

5-7

16%

7+

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

When we looked at the number of times a new customer is contacted by size and
type of institution, we see that the largest and smallest organizations contact
their new customers the most often. Thirty-three percent of organizations larger
than $50B contact their new customers 7 or more times. The smallest organizations (assets of less than $500M) also communicate more aggressively. Both of
these asset class organizations definitely understand the power of building the
new relationship as quickly as possible.
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CHART 31: contact frequency (BY SIZE)
Q: How many times do you contact new checking account customers
during the first 6 months? (n=95)

27%

More than $50 billion

27%
60%

$10 billion to $50 billion
$1 billion to $10 billion

13%

16%

20%
48%

29%

$500 million to $1 billion

1-2

23%

3-4

8%

10%

38%

40%
5-7

10%

29%

40%

Less than $100 million

10% 10%
26%

32%

31%

$100 million to $500 million

33%

20%

7+

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

When we looked at the type of organization, the impact of lackluster frequency
of contact by the $10B - $50B asset class organizations is evident, with 45% of
‘Large National and Regional’ organizations only contacting customers 1-2 times.
They are also the most likely to contact their customers the most, with 22%
reaching out 7 times or more.

CHART 32: contact frequency (BY TYPE)
Q: How many times do you contact new checking account customers
during the first 6 months? (n=104)
Large national
or regional bank
Community bank
Credit union

45%
21%

19%
43%

24%

1-2

27%

37%

31%

Grand total

21%

33%
3-4

5-7

14%

20%

22%
9%
18%
16%

7+

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Services Sold During Onboarding
The definition of ‘engagement services’ has expanding over the years to include
online banking and mobile banking sign-up as well as other important engagement tools such as sign-up and use of a debit card, ATM use, the customization
of alerts, participation in a rewards program and attaching an overdraft protection
relationship on the account.
We have even seen mobile deposit capture and P2P payments be effective in
solidifying a new customer relationship.
When we asked financial institutions which services were sold during the onboarding process, with saw results mirroring 2016, with the top four services mentioned being online banking (86%), mobile banking (86%) online billpay (77%) and
a debit card (74%). These top four services are usually ‘sold’ at the new account
desk or are integrated in the online and/or mobile account opening process.
The next most likely service to be integrated into the onboarding process was direct
deposit (58%). Given the importance of direct deposit to making the new checking
account the primary account for a customer, it is surprising that just over half of
institutions with an onboarding process include this important engagement service.

CHART 33: services sold during onboarding
Q: Which service(s) do you sell during the onboarding process?
(Mark all that apply.) (n=105)
Online banking

86%

Mobile banking

86%
77%

Online billpay

74%

Debit card

58%

Direct deposit
ATMs/Branch locations

55%

Savings account

55%
51%

Credit card

46%

Overdraft protection

40%

Account alerts/notifications
Other (please specify)

12%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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When we asked how the services sold were determined, the answer most provided was that the services were already pre-determined for all new checking
customers. This indicates a lack of personalization and targeting during the
onboarding process by 44% of those responding. We found it surprising that this
percentage actually increased from 39% in 2016.
The good news was that 31% of those surveyed indicated that the offers communicated were personalized on the customer level, with a quarter (23%) indicating
some form of ‘next most likely product’ selection criteria.

CHART 34:
Product/services marketed
Q: How do you determine which product/service is marketed to the
customer? (Check only one.) (n=102)
Set services marketed to
all new checking consumers

44%

Personalized offers based
on customer-level data

31%

Next most likely product
sequence based on segment
determination
Other (Please specify.)

23%
2%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

For the first time in 2017, we asked participants for an idea of the cost of their
onboarding program. Not only does this provide a benchmark for spending, but it
is also a key component in the determination of success.
Probably correlated with the nominal number of consumer messages used by
many organizations, 43% of organizations spent less than $5 in onboarding communications to new checking customers. In our experience, a more reasonable
cost of onboarding is between $10 and $25, which correlates to the responses
from 42% of those surveyed.
In the end, it gets down to an ROI number, which many organizations do a less
than satisfactory job determining.
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CHART 35: onboarding Cost
Q: How much do you spend to onboard a new checking account
customer during the first 9 months? (n=104)

39%
22%

20%

8%

11%

Less than $1
an account

Between
$1 and $5 an
account

Between
$5 and $10
an account

Between
$10 and $25
an account

More than
$25 an
account

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

Onboarding Beyond Checking Customers
Even though only 47% of financial institutions had a structured onboarding program for
new checking account customers, it is encouraging that the onboarding of other new
accounts actually exceeded checking account onboarding in some cases. In this year’s
research, 56% of new consumer loans, 54% of mortgage loans, 49% of savings, 43%
of small business customers and 41% of credit card customers were included in an
onboarding process.

CHART 36:
onboarding program for other services
Q: Besides new consumer checking customers, do you have an
onboarding program for other services? (Mark all that apply.) (n=82)

56%

Consumer loan

54%

Mortgage loan

49%

Consumer savings
Small business
checking

43%
41%

Credit card

32%

Wealth management
Retirement services

12%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Onboarding Program Success
When asked to provide a prioritization of success metrics for onboarding programs,
account activity (engagement) received the most first and second place designations (75%), with retention getting and cross-selling getting a lower ranking of top
votes (65% and 64% respectively).
Measuring engagement is thought to be the best measure of onboarding success,
even though retention and cross-selling are easier metrics.

CHART 37:
Onboarding benchmarks of success
Please rank the most important benchmarks of success
for your onboarding process. (Mark all that apply.) (n=106)

49%

Account activity engagement
Cross-sell rate
(number of services)
Retention

26%

34%

25%

30%

22%

36%

43%

Most important

2nd most important

35%
3rd most important

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report

Of those who did know results, 39% of those responding said that they were over
50% successful in cross-selling at least one additional service after the account
was opened. Given that 31% of those with an onboarding program only contacted
new households 1-2 times in the first 6 months, the low number of cross-sales is
not surprising.
Slightly more than 60% of those responding (61%) indicated that they were successful in selling one additional service 25% of the time or less.

CHART 38: onboarding success
Q: What % of new consumer checking account customers add at least
one product or service as a result of your onboarding efforts within the
first 6 months? (n=105)

28%

33%
23%

<10%

11%-25%

26%-50%

11%

5%

51%-75%

>75%

Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Despite having many ways to improve onboarding success (sequence and cadence of communication and channel utilization), 28% of those with onboarding
programs considered them to be ‘successful’ or ‘very successful’. Another 42%
found their programs to be moderately successful, with all measures of success
being higher than 2016. The percentage of organizations who were not happy with
their onboarding program (20%) was significantly lower than in 2016 (36%).
Having been involved in the development and implementation of over 100 onboarding programs over the past decade, we believe that success would be much stronger if the communication was done more frequently and used more channels.

CHART 39:
assessment of current onboarding
Q: How would you categorize the success of your current onboarding
program? (n=106)

10% 4%
Very successful

24%

20%

Successful
Moderately successful
Not as successful as desired
Too soon to tell

42%
Source: DBR Research © June 2017 Digital Banking Report
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Why Automating Customer Due
Diligence is Key to Faster Onboarding
(Article by Darren Collins, Global Director,
Global Industry Team: Banking and Insurance, Kofax)
tomers who have a bad experience with your onboarding process will be reluctant to conduct
more business with your bank
after the initial account setup or
loan approval.

Customer Due Diligence is
Creating Onboarding Headaches

Darren Collins

Yes, it’s a cliché, but nonetheless true, you never get another chance to make a first
impression
For financial institutions, onboarding new customers is your
first opportunity to win them over
and set the stage for the entire
relationship going for ward. Your
onboarding process needs to be
as fast, seamless and painless
as possible. Customers who feel
your initial onboarding and activation is too difficult or time-consuming are likely to walk away.
In fact, 90 percent of new customers abandon account applications before they are completed. Forty-two percent stated
they opted out of the process
because the time to complete
and the terms and conditions
were too long.
Even if they stay, first-time cus-

Know Your Customer (KYC), Anti-Money Laundering (AML), and
Customer Due Diligence (CDD)
regulations require verification
of a customer’s identity against
numerous watch lists and public
record databases before your
bank can open a new account or
approve a loan. You also need to
conduct ongoing due diligence
for any material changes such
as address changes
On a global basis, financial
institutions spend an average of
$16 million for client onboarding
and regulator y compliance, yet
problems persist. These laws
have complicated customer onboarding and are slowing it down
to a painful crawl—frustrating
potential new customers and
leading to a bad first impression.
Adding insult to injur y, penalties
for non-compliance can be hefty
and damage your reputation in
the marketplace. Take note of
AIB, a bank located in Ireland,
who was recently hit with a
massive Central Bank fine of
€2.275m or approximately $2.5B
USD for failing to check if they
were being used for money laundering and tax evasion.

Increasing Onboarding Times
Equals Increasing Costs
According to a Thomson Reuters
sur vey, onboarding times are
steadily increasing. In 2015,
it took financial institutions 24
days to onboard a new client—
22 percent higher than in 2014.
Onboarding times went up another 18 percent in 2016.
As stated earlier, the longer
your onboarding times, the more
likely you are to lose customers.
Sixty-four percent of banks have
reported lost deals and revenue due to problems with their
onboarding. The top 100 financial institutions have a 25-40
percent rate of attrition, losing
$400 in revenue from each
customer.
Taking the Complexity Out of Customer Due Diligence
To solve these challenges,
banks are moving to newer,
more cost-effective solutions
that simplify compliance. Smart,
agile technology automates identity verification checks, so you
can process new accounts or
loans more quickly and accelerate onboarding.
According to a Cognizant report:
“A majority of client onboarding
problems can be eliminated or
managed better if banks focus on automation and reduce
manual inter vention. It will help
ensure timely completion of the
process and the availability of
accurate data.”
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Your bank should consider a
platform that provides easy-touse software, end-to-end tools
and an expandable architecture
that eliminates manual tasks
and enables you to adapt quickly
to ever-changing regulations. You
also want a solution that improves the customer experience
across both your in-person and
self-ser vice channels.
Look for capabilities that allow your customers to scan
their ID with a mobile device to
jump-start the account opening
process and speed approval.
And you’ll want the ability to
engage with your customers
across multiple channels, and in
the manner they prefer, such as
via smart phone, real-time chat
or video.
So, what business benefits are
possible if your bank embraces
smart technology?
Consider that banks that digitize
their processes have seen significant improvements, such as an
80 percent reduction in onboarding times, 60 percent of manual
steps eliminated and increased
visibility of client status during
onboarding.

Leveraging RPA to Speed
Compliance and Customer
Onboarding
Robotic process automation
(RPA) is fast emerging as a
smart solution to ease compliance and expedite onboarding.
RPA mimics the actions your
employees take while per forming
repetitive compliance tasks in
various applications, eliminating
time-consuming, error-prone
manual data entr y. In essence,
it creates a digital workforce that
works side-by-side with your compliance officers to streamline
KYC operations.

RPA can automatically check a
customer’s background against
thousands of sources–gathering and integrating data from
sites such as the U.S. Treasury,
Immigration and Customs Enforcement, the FBI, law enforcement
agencies and credit bureaus. RPA
queries all of these sources simultaneously, improving the quality
of data and reducing the time to
accurately verify that a customer
is who they say they are.
According to the Institute of
Robotic Process Automation, out
of ever y 100 steps, a human is
likely to make 10 errors, even
when carr ying out somewhat
redundant work. As a robot
never makes a mistake, RPA
significantly improves your data
quality, eliminating costly errors
to deliver 100 percent accurate
information while also providing complete audit trails that
strengthen your compliance.
Your bank can also decrease
processing times between 30
to 50 percent—and potentially
up to 90 percent. Best of all,
robots can per form customer
due diligence around the clock
24/7/365 and never need to
take a vacation, coffee breaks or
call in sick.

Reducing Data Gathering
Times by 92 Percent
One of the largest financial
institutions in the Netherlands
carries out more than 3,000
investigations per week to prevent identity theft and financial
crimes. They relied on slow,
manual processes with analysts
spending hours daily on tedious
data-gathering for CDD/KYC
checks.

just two minutes per investigation. This translated to time-savings of approximately 235 hours
per week, while also improving
data accuracy by 40 percent.
Most importantly, the bank has
increased confidence that they
are approving the right customers
while delivering a better, faster onboarding experience that
makes a good first impression.
The Cognizant report states:
“As banks move for ward to gain
larger market share, the focus
will be on a smart, flexible and
agile onboarding process to stay
competitive. The client’s experience in the onboarding process
will be pivotal in determining the
relationship with the bank.”

Darren Collins

Global Director, Kofax
Darren Collins has over 15
years of experience in the
Financial Services sector.
Through transformational
strategies, he has enabled
organizations to increase
their responsiveness to
customers, provide better
customer service, gain a
competitive advantage and
better grow their businesses while reducing operating
costs.
At Kofax, Darren is responsible for driving the strategy
and providing thought leadership to global organizations
in Financial Services. He
assists organizations by
mapping technical solutions
to key business problems to
achieve strategic objectives.

By deploying RPA, they reduced
the time to complete data-gathering work from 25 minutes to
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AI, Account Opening and Onboarding

“The benefits of
AI in banks and
credit unions
are widespread,
reaching back
office operations,
compliance, customer experience,
product delivery,
risk management
and marketing to
name a few.”

AI can improve the account opening
and onboarding process through greater personalization, identifying patterns
and connections that humans can’t,
and answering questions about banking issues in real-time. Some financial
institutions are already finding success with AI. In the near future, these
capabilities will be table stakes for all
marketing communications.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is not new to
banking. If we consider that the definition of AI is the ability for machines to
interact and learn to do tasks previously done by humans, the history of
AI goes back to the 50s in the banking
industry. Through machine interaction
and learning, natural language can be
processed and decisions made faster
and more accurately than was possible
in the past.
One of the outcomes of artificial
intelligence is that machine learning
improves over time as more data is
processed and more positive results
achieved. In fact, Ray Kurzweil from
Google estimates that AI will surpass

human intelligence by 2019. Despite
this achievement, and successes in virtually all industries, banking has taken
a more cautious approach.
Heightened interest in AI has occurred
because of both capabilities and
business needs. The explosive growth
of structured and unstructured data,
availability of new technologies such as
cloud computing and machine learning
algorithms, rising pressures brought by
new competition, increased regulation
and heightened consumer expectations
have created a ‘perfect storm’ for the
expanded use of artificial intelligence in
financial services.
The benefits of AI in banks and credit
unions are widespread, reaching back
office operations, compliance, customer experience, product delivery, risk
management and marketing to name
a few. Suddenly, banking organizations
can work with large histories of data,
applying these insights for the customer’s benefit.
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Adoption of AI in Banking
Most banks and credit unions are in the early stages of adopting AI technologies.
According to a survey conducted by Narrative Science in conjunction with the National Business Research Institute, 32% of financial services executives surveyed
confirmed using AI technologies such as predictive analytics, recommendation
engines, voice recognition and response.
For those firms not adopting AI, challenges such as fear of failure, siloed data
sets and regulatory compliance were cited. Based on the Narrative Science
survey, 12% of the overall group weren’t using AI yet because they felt it was too
new, untested or weren’t sure about the security.
Another key challenge for many organizations was that there is no clear internal
ownership of testing emerging technologies — only 6% of those surveyed having
an innovation leader or an executive dedicated to testing new ideas and processes. Not having a person or department assigned to testing new ideas is obviously
a problem.

Data, Data, Data
Data is being collected, analyzed and applied to solutions more extensively and
faster than ever before. AI makes it possible to automate vast amounts of data,
analyzing and applying it at record speeds.
New cognitive-based solutions also enable a more pro-active and personal customer experience at a lower cost than was ever possible before. This is driven by
AI’s ability to build knowledge at high speed, understand natural language, and
run operational processes in a fully compliant fashion.
Two of the biggest challenges that remain in banking is the absence of people
experienced in data collection, analysis and application and the existence of data
silos. The good news is that many data firms now have the capability to do a
‘workaround’, collecting data from across the organization.

The Benefits of AI and Personalization
The number one trend identified in the 2017 Retail Banking Trends and Predictions
was a renewed focus on the customer experience. In another Digital Banking
Report, The Power of Personalization in Banking, it was found that consumers want
to share their personal information if they can receive custom advice, offers and
service based on this shared insight.
Personalized communications and advice as enabled by AI can be reflected by
robo advisors – online wealth management services that provide automated,
algorithm-based portfolio management advice without the help of a human counterpart. With AI, algorithms can regularly rebalance the portfolios to maintain the
original investment guidelines and operate at costs less than 100 basis points
(compared to 2 – 3% for traditional brokers). Initially promoted by fintech firms
like Betterment and Wealthfront, robo advisors are now part of the offerings at
traditional brokers as well.
Beyond robo advising, many other of the larger financial institutions globally are
using AI to improve the personalization of offers and communication as part of
onboarding and cross-selling. Going forward, it is believed that custom marketing
and solution development to improve the customer experience will be the primary
use case for financial organizations.
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“Soon, all financial
services firms will
leverage the power of AI to deliver
better experiences,
lower costs, reduce
risks and increase
revenues.”

Better Customer Recommendations
Beyond more personalized customer communication, AI provides the ability to
have improved customer recommendations and advice. Mobile banking apps like
Moven and Simple let users track their spending and increase their savings with
automated, personalized recommendations via a specialized debit card linked
with their smartphone app.
Brett King, CEO of Moven believes AI will take over many routine tasks associated
with product recommendations and advice. He told the Digital Banking Report,
“For me, advice is the next big disruption. For instance, in banking you do need
real-time advice. The ability of humans to provide that is poor and, as humans,
we’re inconsistent and we make mistakes. Artificial intelligence will not. This is
the ultimate onboarding solution.”

The Future of AI in Banking
With an origin rooted in risk and fraud detection and cost reduction, AI is increasingly important for financial services firms who want a world-class onboarding process.
The digital consumer is being trained by firms that are becoming masters of AI
(Amazon, Google, Facebook and Apple) and expect the companies they use to know
them, understand them and reward them through personalized communication.
Right now, only 10% of the organizations are using AI to compete with peers and
identify opportunities in their data that would otherwise be missed. This is just
the tip of the iceberg. Soon, all financial services firms will leverage the power of
AI to deliver better experiences, lower costs, reduce risks and increase revenues.
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